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MARGOLIS

Money woes
plague Israel A, ccupving southern Lebanon costs $665 million annually. In

I lspite of iecent talks over withdrawal, it appears likely that
\-/ tirael will remain indefinitely in Lebanon's Bekaa Valley.
Monev is norv being sDent there to improve fortifications, an
actiori that wouid ndt ble taken if withdr-awal was, in fact, con-
templated.

Oq the occupied West Bank, Israel is spending aimost $800
rniilibn annually on building new settlements and providing sub-
sidies to encouiage Jews to move there. Atternpts by the Labor
party to cut such-spending have been frustrated by its coalition
partners of the Likud party.- Israel simply cannot afford to maintain a large grmy, occupy
southern Lebanon and colonize the West Bank - all at the same
time - without greatly reducing its standard of living. But Israe-
lis are used to b corirucopia oI government goodies that make
Canada look austere by comparison. Nor are Israel's porverful
labor unions about to agree to massive cuts in wages.

Behind all of this is the growing fear that economically
shell-shocked Israelis may leave the country in growirrg num-
bers. Reports, strongly denied by the government, suggest thai
Israel is-already experiencing a net outflow of people who are
moving to the U.S., Europe and Canada.

As the economy continues to worsen, this process may acceler-
ate, posing a truly grave threat to the long-term viability of the
Jewi3h st5te. After-having absorbed the West Bank and Gaza,
Israel's population is almost 40To Atab. The last th-ing Israel
needs is 

-to lose more Jewish citizens. Some studies have even
predicted that by the year 2000 it will have a-. majority of
Arabs - and these assume no loss of Jewish Israelis.

All of these problems have now combined in the current eco-
nomic crisis. Like many other Western nations, Israel's politi-
cians have promised their voters more than can possibiy be
delivered. Having done this, the unstable coalition government
absolutely lacks the political will or gumption to make massive,
unpopulai cuts in spending.

iet hrael must t'ake drlstic action if it is to avoid a catastro-
phic economic collapse. Given the psychology of voters the world
bver, it is likely that Jerusalem may decide to cut spending on
the military, L6banon and the West Bank before it slashes social
programs.-Ideology is one thing; irate voters being hit in their
oocketbooks is quite another.^ Israel's Arab heighbors, Jordan, Egypt and Syria, are also in
growing economic trouble. The cost of running on war footing is
t-hreate-ning to bankrupt everyone in the region. This growing
realization may compel Israel and its Arab foes to begin
seriously negotiating a peace settlement. Money woes often
resolve problems that politicians cannot.
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